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Due to the aging society getting severe in recent years, robotic technology is growing faster than at any other 

time. The revolution of robotic technology brings an amount of productivity in the industrial field. In these fields 

such as industrial and manufacturing, robots are requested to work in a huge force and rapid speed. To generate 

enough force and speed, the robots are equipped with powerful actuators. These actuators often can be 

categorized into electric and hydraulic. However, due to the property of these actuators, they can only be applied 

in the cage without humans approaching. Also, they can be only used for rigid and heavy objects. 

Nevertheless, with the development of society, the personality diversity of human beings becomes multiple 

and easily changeable. With fixed action, robots that are settled on the production line can no longer fit the 

requirement of consumers requirements. Therefore, the next generation actuators are required to be compliant 

and soft for co-existing and co-working with humans. With these compliant and soft actuations, delicate 

manipulation especially for objects that are fragile, and complex can be operated successfully. All in all, soft 

actuators with compliancy can prevent the safety of the operators as well as the safety of the target objects.  

We first focused on building actuators that can obtain intrinsic backdrivability. Intrinsic backdrivability is the 

ability to express the easiness of force transmission from the output axis to the input axis driven by an external 

force. For humans, when the muscle is relaxed, the limbs can be moved easily by others, which exhibits high 

intrinsic backdrivability. This flexibility can mitigate possible damage for humans and facilitate interacting 

objects. For the same reason, human-like high intrinsic backdrivable robots are required for human-centered 

robots. Currently, servo systems with electric motors are one of the most widely used compliant actuation 

systems. They are often applied to lightweight collaborative robots. However, for human-collaborative 

heavy-duty tasks, such as those in construction and manufacturing, the servo systems are no longer suitable. 

Actuation systems that can generate a higher force and adaptability to unstructured environments are required. 

Nevertheless, it is hard to create high backdrivability for contraction and heavy-duty machines. Since these 

machines are often actuated by hydraulic actuator systems. And these actuators often own rigid hardware and a 

narrow bandwidths controller. Thus, it is necessary to develop a hydraulic actuator system with both ‘intrinsic 

backdrivability’ and ‘high output’ that does not rely on the complex controller. 

Then we focused on build a new soft actuation system. Soft actuators have been developed by the inspiration 

from soft organisms or structures. The use of the soft actuators enables the robots to handle the above diverse 

and fragile objects. The most widely employed and studied soft actuations are soft pneumatic actuators (SPAs). 

SPAs are formed by silicone structures and are actuated by the pressurized air supplied from an air compressor. 

Silicone-made SPAs can freely design the configuration of air chambers. Due to the softness of silicone, they can 

provide various modes of movement, such as bending and locomotion. By the nature of pressurized air, we can 

design an inflation area as a deformable actuation component. However, they need sealing, which degrades the 

robustness and stability. Also, the pressurized air needs to be transmitted by tubes, which greatly degrades the 

independency of robots. Other soft actuators are based on smart materials, such as shape memory alloy (SMA), 

electrothermal actuator (ETA), dielectric elastomer actuator (DEA), and magnetic elastomer. However, they need 

external pressure sources, are easily deteriorated or used in millimetric-scale, which leads to increase of the 
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independency, instability, and vulnerability. 

The application of soft functional materials is expected to be an efficient solution to build a compliant and 

soft actuation system. Here, the material we used is called magnetorheological materials. By changing the 

material's dispersion medium, they can appear in different forms (i.e., fluid, or solid) and obtain different 

properties. When the dispersion medium is oil, the material exhibits the uncompressible same as oil and is named 

magnetorheological fluids (MRFs). When the dispersion medium is the elastomer, the material exhibits the 

elasticity as elastomer and is named magnetorheological elastomers (MREs). In addition to the properties 

obtained from the dispersion medium, due to the magnetic materials inside (i.e., ferromagnetic particles), the 

magnetorheological materials can be also activated by a magnetic field showing changeable rheological 

properties and controllable deformation. For MRFs, with the magnetic field applied, the fluid can transform into 

a pseudo-solid solution leading to viscosity change. The property of the oil and controllable viscosity makes the 

material suitable for applying in hydraulic systems to achieve high output and intrinsic backdrivability. For 

MREs, with the magnetic field applied, they can be attracted by the magnetic source due to the magnetic force 

between the magnetic generator and MREs. And due to this non-contact force, the magnetic force-based 

actuation can make soft actuators independent, which is hard to achieve by SPAs. Moreover, elastomer-based 

MREs are allowed to design the structure for various applications.  

To fully investigate the potential of Magnetorheological materials and apply them to the compliant and soft 

actuator system, the methodology needs to be set first. A general methodology for the functional 

material-mechanism design loop was conceptualized. By applying this methodology, the functional material can 

be designed to fit robotics and haptics, and mechanisms can perform the maximum potential in the robot. In the 

big loop, three loops make sure the efficiency of development; they are the simulation loop, material design loop, 

and mechanism design loop. In the research, the functional material-mechanism design loop was followed to 

develop a compliant hydraulic actuator using MRFs and to develop a soft activation system using MREs. 

For the MRF compliant actuator, a vane-type hydraulic rotary motor was selected as the prototype due to its 

simple structure. In this study, we develop a backdrivable MRF ‘actuator.’ First, the built-in MRF valve with 

bi-metal structure is designed. Two materials with different permeability were applied, i.e., magnetic material 

(K-M31) and non-magnetic material (aluminum). With the use of these materials and structures, the magnetic 

field can be conducted to the MRF valve without magnetic leakage. Based on the structure of magnetic circuit 

and property of the hydraulic system, a Multiphysics coupling model of electromagnetics, MRF magnetization, 

and fluid dynamics for the MRF actuator to maximize the dynamic range of output torque and backdrivability 

was created. To make the modeling as accurate as possible, in the magnetic flux density simulation, the magnetic 

permeability of MRF was considered. The Finite Element Method (FEM) results by ANSYS Maxwell prove the 

accuracy of the magnetic circuit simulation.  

And in the torque simulation, the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, Bigham model, and volumetric and mechanical 

efficiency were considered and introduced. And the results are consistent with the experimental results. In this 

process, the critical parameters of components are clarified, which are possible to be used for actuator 
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modification in the future. By changing these parameters, the actuator can generate larger output or higher 

backdrivability. With knowing the working principle of the MRF actuator and figuring out the key parameters, 

the built-in MRF valve can be designed precisely to make the actuator highly integrated to ease manufacturing, 

assembling, and installation in robot systems. Finally, we design a multi-variable controller based on active-drive 

modeling considering characteristics of flowrate and magnetic field control. Results showed that the MRF rotary 

actuator can generate the same-level output as the hydraulic actuator and obtains intrinsic controllable 

backdrivability. Additionally, we also applied it to pseudo inertia variable mechanism and robot arms.  

For the MRE soft actuation system, a suction cup was developed as a robotic gripper for practical application. 

To utilize the magnetic property of this material, the design of the magnetic generator needs to be considered. 

Therefore, first, an electropermanent magnet (EPM) was designed with an axisymmetric shape. EPM is a 

switchable permanent magnet composed of Neodymium Iron Born (NdFeB, hard magnet) and Aluminum Nickel 

Cobalt (AlNiCo, semi-hard magnet). By altering the poles of the semi-hard magnet by a current pulse, the 

magnetic can be controlled to turn on and off. The power consumes only when applied with the current pulse. 

Thus, EPM has advantages of both electromagnets (controllable) and permanent magnets (low power 

consumption). With the axisymmetric design, the pull force (i.e., magnetic force) can be uniform. 

To improve the system, the modeling of axisymmetric EPM was discussed. Based on the modeling, an 

efficient magnetic circuit was designed for the ON state and OFF state. Also, optimization was done to help the 

actuation system generate more force. The model was validated by both FEM and experiment. Results show that 

the modeling is accurate, and the design can effectively switch on/off the magnetic field.  

Then, we designed the MRE suction cup by optimizing the membrane from full-MRE structure to bi-silicone 

structure. Since commercial silicone has a low solubility of iron powder and our MRE is easily broken. Thus, by 

combining these silicones and MRE, the MRE membrane can obtain good extensibility (from silicone) as well as 

high iron powder solubility (from MRE). The relationship between magnetic force, elastic force, and suction 

force was discussed. Based on bi-silicone structure and modeling, magnetic force can be optimized by 

maximizing magnetic force and minimizing elasticity. Finally, the evaluation of activation and deactivation of 

EPM was processed. Results indicated that the MRE suction cup can be activated in only 10 ms with 3 J. The 

suction force experiments were also conducted. As a result, the maximum suction force generated by the MRE 

suction cup can be up to 9.2 N. Results shows that MRE soft actuation system increases the independence and 

stability of the soft actuation system and provides low power consumption. 

These researches followed the functional material-mechanism design loop. After processing with the 

simulation loop, material design loop, and mechanism design loop, the Magnetorheological materials powered 

soft and compliant actuators were successfully achieved. The author hopes the functional material powered 

mechanism can be implemented into the real applications rapidly in the future.  
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